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ndividuals with limited hearing and speech rely on sign language as a fundamental nonverbal 
mode of communication. It communicates using hand signs, yet the complexity of this 
mode of expression extends beyond hand movements. Body language and facial expressions 

are also important in delivering the entire information. While manual (hand movements) and 
non-manual (facial expressions and body movements) gestures in sign language are important 
for communication, this field of research has not been substantially investigated, owing to a lack 
of comprehensive datasets. The current study presents a novel dataset that includes both manual 
and non-manual gestures in the context of Pakistan Sign Language (PSL). This newly produced 
dataset consists of. MP4 format films containing seven unique motions involving emotive facial 
expressions and accompanying hand signs. The dataset was recorded by 100 people. Aside from 
sign language identification, the dataset opens up possibilities for other applications such as 
facial expressions, facial feature detection, gender and age classification. In this current study, 
we evaluated our newly developed dataset for facial expression assessment (non-manual 
gestures) by YOLO-Face detection methodology successfully extracts faces as Regions of 
Interest (RoI), with an astounding 90.89% accuracy and an average loss of 0.34. Furthermore, 
we have used Transfer Learning (TL) using VGG16 architecture to classify seven basic facial 
expressions and succeeded with 100% accuracy. In summary, our study produced two different 
datasets, one with manual and non-manual sign language gestures, the second with Asian faces 
to find seven basic facial expressions. With both the dataset, our validation techniques found 
promising results.  
Keywords: Face Expressions, Non-Manual Gestures, Pakistan Sign Language, Region of 
Interest, YOLO-Face, Transfer Learning, VGG16 
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Introduction: 
Sign Language (SL) is the primary way of communication among deaf and mute 

people, but most hearing people don’t know the SL. Reliance on translators is inconvenient as 
well as costly [1]. Many researchers have experimented with automatic Sign Language 
Recognition (SLR) using Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL). Generally, these 
efforts have been constrained due to insufficient and restrictive datasets. On the other hand, 
sign language gestures are not restricted to conveying meanings only through hand movements 
(manual gestures); instead, they require simultaneous body movement, facial expressions, gaze 
directions, and head orientation (non-manual gestures).  

Further, the grammatical structure of sign language is supported by facial expressions 
in terms of grammatical and affective meanings, differentiating the lexical items, syntactic 
building, and intensification progression [2]. Recognition of non-manual sign language 
gestures can improve the SLR accuracy rate. There are cases where facial expressions can 
change the meaning of manual signs or intensify effective communication [3].  

This work introduces the Pakistan Sign Language Manual Non-Manual (PkSLMNM) 
gestures dataset, which integrates manual and non-manual features in a single movie. This 
multimodal dataset is made up of movies that vividly illustrate seven emotive emotion-based 
gestures, which were meticulously captured by a diverse group of 100 people. The PkSLMNM 
dataset distinguishes itself by containing 700 films in .MP4 format exhibiting seven dynamic 
signals with a variety of expressive features such as hand motions, facial expressions, head 
movements, torso gestures, body movements, eye gazing, eyeball movements, and directions. 
The establishment of the PkSLMNM dataset is the first step in developing a complete resource 
for Pakistan Sign Language (PSL), to enable the development of automated solutions to serve 
the deaf and mute community. While static gestures have been successfully used in PSL-based 
communication solutions, a lack of studies and publicly available datasets have created a 
significant gap in the recognition of multi-modal dynamic hand gesture recognition, as well as 
the availability of video data for training and testing.  

The PkSLMNM dataset provides numerous chances for research-level tasks in 
robotics, Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), Computer Vision (CV), Machine Learning 
(ML), and Deep Learning (DL). It opens the door to new applications and solutions that can 
improve communication and connection with the deaf community while also furthering the 
fields of artificial intelligence and HCI. This information not only meets a fundamental need, 
but it also catalyzes the creation of sophisticated systems that promote inclusion and 
accessibility for people with hearing and speech impairments. The current dataset is designed 
explicitly for PSL having manual and non-manual affective dynamic gesture recognition. 
However, it may also facilitate the training and testing of data for static or dynamic facial 
recognition, hand gesture recognition, and head and shoulder detection and movement. Using 
the latest research practices may also expedite several preprocessing techniques, action 
recognition, pose estimation and tracking, video streaming, frame selection, compression 
techniques, data augmentation, etc. Additionally, this dataset is collected in a controlled 
environment, with a consistent white background and specific lighting, brightness, and 
temperature levels. On the other hand, every person’s orientation has its direction of the left 
or right-hand mix, with the challenging resolution, scale, and rotations of signers. This dataset 
contains original metadata from the camera used for collection. 
Background: 

 SL is a native language for the deaf and mute community, similar to natural languages 
in its adherence to social standards and cognitive functions. Its mode of communication, 
however, differs greatly from vocal, auditory, and spoken languages. Sign language is a Visio 
temporal construct that transmits meanings through a diverse range of body motions and 
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gestures, with a focus on hand movements, head gestures, upper body motion, and detailed 
facial expressions. These components work together to build a nuanced and sophisticated 
language system that enables people with hearing and speech impairments to communicate 
and grasp complex ideas and emotions [4].  

The field of robust automatic SLR is a complex and ever-changing research topic. It 
has made great improvement in recent years, reflecting the increased attention it has received. 
However, it is critical to recognize that SLR varies significantly across countries and areas 
because to the distinctive character of diverse sign languages. These languages have distinct 
syntax and semantics that distinguish them from traditional spoken and written languages [5]. 
Nonetheless, the techniques and approaches used in automating Sign Language detection, 
particularly those based on Computer Vision, Machine Learning, and Deep Learning, tend to 
share fundamental ideas and methodology across the sign language spectrum. While the syntax 
and semantics may differ, the underlying technology and approaches are frequently quite 
similar. In this scenario, creating a specialized dataset suited to that specific regional or local 
Sign Language becomes a core prerequisite when commencing the development and testing 
of a recognition system or model for a novel sign language. Such datasets form the foundation 
for training and evaluating the performance of SLR systems, assuring their adaptability and 
efficacy in a wide range of linguistic and cultural situations. 

Each region or country has historically evolved its own distinct Sign Language, such 
as "American Sign Language" (ASL), "British Sign Language" (BSL), "Turkish Sign Language" 
(TSL), "Chinese Sign Language" (CSL), "Indian Sign Language" (ISL), and "Arabic Sign 
Language" (ArSL), among many others. "Pakistan Sign Language" (PSL) is the predominant 
language of the deaf and mute minority in Pakistan. A publicly accessible dataset for Pakistan 
Sign Language, on the other hand, is uncommon. This lack of datasets poses a substantial 
difficulty to scientific research in the field of sign language recognition and communication 
[6]. Continuous sign language recognition is critical in today's fast-evolving world of real-time 
applications. The intricacy of sign language, combined with the requirements of video 
processing, highlights the importance of large datasets and studies in this area. The creation 
of datasets that reflect regional and native sign languages is critical for stimulating innovation 
in sign language technology and facilitating successful communication with deaf and mute 
people  

Numerous researchers have been working intensively on the computational 
automation of PSL, but their achievements have not been made publicly available. The Deaf 
Reach Program, in partnership with the PSL organization, embarked on a revolutionary 
project in the early 20s by building a repository comprising both static and dynamic signs, 
totaling a stunning 5000 signals [7]-[8]. This program was essential for the deaf and mute 
community since it provided access to a large collection of signs. It should be noted, however, 
that this repository was compiled by a single signer and concentrated on individual sign 
activities in a controlled and somewhat less complex context. 

The demand for datasets that capture the intricacies of real-world settings is high in 
the fields of computer vision and deep learning. From 2019 to 2022, significant development 
has occurred to address this demand. Several academics have taken significant steps during 
this period to make datasets available to computer vision, machine learning, and deep learning 
communities [6]. These datasets have the potential to considerably advance research and 
development activities in Pakistan Sign Language automation, paving the path for improved 
communication and interaction for those who have hearing and speech disabilities. 

In 2019, Saad Butt and his fellow researchers published a dataset named PSL-
(OpenPose) for automatic sign recognition on Kaggle. This dataset includes over 2000 images 
of 37 Urdu alphabets and 700 photos of different commonly used Urdu words collected by a 
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webcam. Nine subjects recorded these signs. They provided the dataset in the form of a JSON 
file consisting of skeletal critical points of each data point of human pose detection estimation 
using the OpenPose library. We found this dataset less challenging in terms of data robustness 
and domain-specificity [9]. Similarly, another dataset was published on Mendeley in 2021 by 
Ali Imran and his fellows; they collected 40 images of a single-hand configuration through a 
webcam having multiple orientations. They targeted Static Urdu alphabets and covered 37 
classes with single-subject hand images [10]. In the current year 2022, another research study 
contributed in a new dimension of emotion representations of sign language using hand signs 
with seven basic emotions, they evaluated good results with transfer learning [11]. 

Previous datasets have mostly concentrated on static sign language motions displayed 
as still photos, with none containing dynamic sign language gestures given in multi-modal 
video forms. Furthermore, these datasets frequently have scope and variety restrictions, which 
might result in trade-offs between the efficiency and flexibility of the recognition systems they 
enable. The primary purpose of the present dataset, PkSLMNM, is to establish a new standard 
in Pakistan Sign Language by providing a unique blend of dynamic gestures, and manual and 
non-manual modalities. The language of this dataset is centered on dynamic hand movements, 
which sets it apart from its predecessors. There is, to the best of our knowledge, no publicly 
available dataset that covers dynamic gestures. 

The new dataset is also notable for its large lexicon, resilience, high-quality recordings, 
and a unique syntactic trait that allows for the recognition of dynamic hand motions. This 
dataset, in addition to acting as a baseline for dynamic sign language recognition, is critical in 
improving the field's research and development activities. During the validation of our dataset, 
we discovered an additional small dataset focusing on facial expressions. This was 
accomplished by extracting Regions of Interest (ROIs) from movies, thereby expanding the 
resources available for study in the fields of sign language recognition and affective computing. 
Objectives and Novelty: 

The primary objective of this research is to produce the PkSLMNM dataset, which is 
a novel and comprehensive dataset for PSL recognition. This dataset attempts to meet the 
demand for dynamic sign language data by addressing both manual and non-manual modalities 
and providing a diverse lexicon of signs. This dataset aims to improve the area of sign language 
recognition by focusing on dynamic gestures, high-quality recordings, and grammatical 
features, giving researchers and developers a significant resource for the progress of PSL 
recognition technology. 

The PkSLMNM dataset adds several novel aspects to the field of sign language 
recognition. It is notable for having a vast lexicon of dynamic signs, which provides a broader 
choice of vocabulary and phrases for research and development. Because the dataset 
concentrates on dynamic hand motions and grammatical features, sophisticated sign language 
structures can be recognized. Furthermore, the high-quality recordings in the dataset improve 
its usefulness for training and assessing recognition models. During the validation process, 
another tiny dataset focusing on facial expressions was discovered, broadening the dataset's 
possible applications. This expansion into affective computing and the understanding of 
emotional cues in sign language gives the PkSLMNM dataset a new dimension, making it a 
versatile resource for sign language recognition and affective computing researchers. 

In summary current research study has the following objectives:  

• To develop a dataset having manual and non-manual combined modalities named 
PkSLMNM. 

• To evaluate the dataset by extracting face ROI using Yolo-Face architecture. 

• To develop or extract another dataset of only face expressions from our newly 
developed dataset of PkSLMNM 
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• To evaluate the facial expression dataset for facial expression recognition using 
transfer learning. 

Materials & Methods: 
Equipment and Setup: 

Two cameras are used to record the complete dataset. Camera 1 is a versatile feature-
set EOS M50 digital camera from CANON, and Camera 2 is EOS 700D digital camera from 
CANON. Three Newer LED 500 Ultra High-Power dimmable lights are used; one of them is 
used to illuminate the subject and two others for background radiance and shadow elimination. 
Throughout the dataset creation, the lighting remained cold and with stable color temperature, 
and as a backdrop white project or a white background wall was consistent.  

High-definition 4K videos are recorded using Canon M50 and Canon 700D, with a 
1920 x 1086 at 25 frames per second for Canon M50 and 59.94 frames per second using Canon 
700D, saved in .MP4 file format. Tab. 1 expands the details of the equipment used. The first 
thirty people are recorded with Canon M50, records while the remaining seventy people are 
recorded with Canon 700D.  Overall, the set of videos includes 34,650 frames recorded for 
seven classes of dynamic gestures. The size of videos for every gesture varied from 1 second 
to 3 seconds due to the speed of every individual performing any motion or action and the 
gesture’s versatility. 

Table 1: Details of equipment and videos for dynamic signs 

Features Camera 1 Camera 2 

Name of camera CANON EOS-M50 CANON EOS-700D 
Frame Width 1920 1920 
Frame Height 1086 1086 
Data Rate/ Bit Rate 67589kbps 58473kbps 
Frame Rate 25 fps 59.94 fps 

Objective and Procedure: 
The PkSLMNM dataset was collected following an approved protocol by the "Ethical 

Review Committee (ERC) of the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences at Bahria 
University Karachi Campus, under the application ERC/ES/005". This thorough ethical 
oversight guaranteed that all ethical principles and guidelines were followed during the data 
collection method. All 100 people who helped to create the dataset, gave their informed 
agreement to be a part of this study, underscoring the importance of ethical data collection 
and use. 

In the interest of ethical research procedures, it is critical to state that the PkSLMNM 
dataset was obtained solely for research purposes and that the data-collecting technique was 
not damaging to the participants in any manner. Each participant was filmed for seven 
dynamic videos, with each recording session lasting no more than 15 minutes. The dataset 
includes a broad sample of male and female individuals ranging in age from 20 to 50 years old, 
reflecting the adult population. 

Participants were taught to keep the desired facial expression for a brief period while 
being recorded while facing forward to their body position. During data collection, strict 
quality control methods were implemented, including real-time image review to ensure 
participants did not move, blink, or display unintentional expressions. These reviews also 
confirmed the availability and quality of all relevant photographs. Notably, the dataset retains 
realism by not regulating the subjects' apparel (shirts), allowing for slight variations in the 
individual’s position and facial states. All other areas of data collecting, on the other hand, 
were thoroughly managed to assure data quality and consistency. 
Dynamic gestures offered distinct obstacles during data collection, with individuals moving at 
variable speeds, resulting in video lengths spanning from 1 to 3 seconds. Certain elements also 
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contributed to data robustness. Occlusion induced by persons wearing glasses, male subjects 
with beards, and certain female participants wearing a headscarf are among these issues. 
Furthermore, the backdrops in the sample vary significantly due to variances in apparel color 
and style. Furthermore, the dataset includes a wide range of skin tones and facial features, 
which adds to the complexity of algorithm evaluation in the context of sign language detection. 

  
Figure 1. Glimpses of the developed dataset 
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Lexicons of Dataset: 
The current PkSLMNM dataset is a comprehensive collection of both manual (hand-

based) and non-manual (facial and body-based) gestures. As depicted in Figure 1, the dataset 
encompasses a set of seven adjectives—bad, best, sad, glad, scared, stiff, and surprise—each 
of which portrays one of seven primary expressions: disgust, neutral, happiness, sadness, fear, 
anger, and surprise, respectively. All the recorded video clips have an average duration of 2 
seconds, and the variations in input clip sizes, ranging from 3MB to 15MB, can be attributed 
to the utilization of two different types of cameras, variations in individual speed, and the 
versatility of the gestures [12]. 

Facial expressions are complex, involving the activation of minute muscle movements 
in the face, known as micromotor muscles. These muscular movements are critical in 
determining an individual's mood or feeling. Facial Action Coding System (FACS), also known 
as Facial Action Units (FAUs), was a way to categorize an individual's emotional state in 1978. 
This technique takes into account several face units such as the forehead, brows, eyelids, nose, 
cheeks, and lips. Table 2 contains a full explanation of the facial action units and associated 
hand movements, as well as minor body movements, that correspond to all of the gestures or 
signs employed in Pakistan Sign Language (PSL), which form the basis of our research. 

The current dataset is visually reviewed and collected in the presence of domain 
experts, data is also cleaned up, and all erroneous signs are deleted. Balanced distribution 
among classes with a proper labeling scheme is followed. 
Methodology: 

During the first phase of our research, we carefully collected an independent dataset 
to address the lack of understanding of manual and non-manual gestures in Pakistan Sign 
Language (PSL). For the validation of this newly produced dataset, we used the YOLO-Face 
architecture, which incorporates face identification as well as exact Region of Interest (ROI) 
selection and cropping. Figure 2 shows the flow of methodology. 

This procedure has verified that our dataset was accurate and reliable. Following that, 
we classified seven fundamental expressions using Transfer Learning, leveraging prior 
knowledge to obtain a high level of accuracy in expression classification. Figure 2 depicts our 
methodology's sequential procedure, demonstrating the systematic advancement from dataset 
collection to face detection, ROI selection, and the final stage of expression categorization. 
YOLO-Face Architecture (Face ROI Selection): 

The method for Face ROI recognition, as depicted in Figure 3 comprises four distinct 
stages: face detection, data preprocessing, feature extraction, and face ROI cropping.  

• The first stage, face detection, is in charge of recognizing and finding faces within the 
input image or video frame. 

• The second stage involves data preprocessing, in which image processing techniques 
are used to prepare the discovered images for subsequent processing by machine 
learning models. 

• The third stage focuses on feature extraction, in which significant features from the 
prepared photos are retrieved, allowing for a thorough depiction of the facial traits. 

• ROIs are detected and cropped in the final phase, face recognition, by comparing the 
features retrieved from the input data based on their facial qualities. 

Face Detection: 
The section delves into the initial step of our methodology, which is devoted to 

detecting faces in input data even in spontaneous and dynamic circumstances. Face detection 
at this level requires the ability to deal with a slew of nonlinear elements in the input images, 
such as fluctuations in luminance, facial posture, and facial magnitude. The face detection 
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method was chosen after a thorough study of numerous approaches appropriate for real-time 
applications, such as YOLO-Face. 

 
Figure 2: Workflow of the Research 

The proposed method uses a one-phase deep learning module, as opposed to a two-
phase procedure such as Faster-RCNN [13]. YOLO, or "You Only Look Once," has the 
unusual ability to forecast classes connected with respective bounding boxes at the same time. 
One of the key benefits of the one-phase strategy is its incredible speed, which outperforms 
two-phase systems. This speed and efficiency are especially beneficial in real-time 
circumstances, making it an excellent choice for our face identification phase. 

YOLO Face: 
The importance of machine learning 
and deep learning cannot be 
neglected in this era specifically for 
image processing [17]-[33]. The 
section explains the primary 
characteristics of the proposed model 
that utilizes YOLOv3 [13] as the 
detection model, which depends on 
object recognition methods using 
deep learning. Following this 
mechanism, face detection modules 
perform significantly better.  
Prediction of Classes. YOLO-Face 
works on binary classification which 
means it only recognizes two classes; 
face or no face, instead of multiclass. 
The proposed system is based on an 
object detection model, which 
reduces the error at the output of the 
model using a multipart loss function. 
There are four parts of this loss 
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function which include loss of classification, regression, and confidence in anchors with and 
without objects. These four parts of loss are divided with a 2:1:0.5:0.5 ratio.  

Network for extracting features. Features are extracted in YOLO-Face using the 
darknet-53 network [14], it is a concatenation of two other feature-extracting networks; 
darknet-19 of YOLO-V2 and residual network of newfangled with 53 layers. When the feature 
extractor of the proposed network is compared with the darknet-19 of YOLO-v2. The first 
network outperforms the latter. In terms of efficiency, it significantly worked better when 
compared to ResNet-101 and ResNet-152. The performance of YOLO-v3 degrades while 
detecting small-scale objects in YOLO-v3, which is the only main problem. Hence, the 
proposed network incremented the number of layers of the actual darknet-53 network in the 
two initial residual blocks. These amendments in the structure of the network are made before 
the characteristics of small objects reduce more on the feature map resulting in an increase in 
the quality of the features of the face. The number of layers in the initial two blocks has been 
incremented to 4x and 8x from 1x and 2x. The feature map of the network is scaled down 
with stride 2 of the convolutional layer which is considerably bigger compared to YOLO-v3. 
The proposed network uses deeper Dark Net which is a set of 71 convolutional layers. Figure 
4 depicts the entire network structure. YOLO-Face has an equivalent recognition speed as 
Face Attention Network (FAN) according to [15] results, however, FAN is more inefficient. 

 
Figure 4. YOLO-Face architecture is adapted to find face ROIs in our dynamic PkSLMNM 
dataset 
Prediction of Various Scales:  

YOLO-Face uses a notion equivalent to FPN [16] as shown in Fig. 3, it detects 
different faces and predicts their respective bounding boxes around three various scales. Using 
multiple sizing feature maps, the approach outperforms multi-scale detection. As the feature 
map generator, the outcome of the last residual layer is chosen that is embellished to create a 
pyramid structure. The detection mechanism is achieved when combined with the two 
preceding blocks which have not been sampled by 2x yet. The anchor boxes of the object 
recognition systems are modified to make them competent for face detection, which implies 
that anchor boxes are created narrow and tall rather than with heights less than width. 

Face classification and identification models have been improving in the past few years 
by modifying structure and optimizing the loss function, such networks include VGG-Face, 
Face Net, Cosface as well as Ring Loss. For modeling the multiclass classification tasks, 
Softmax with cross-entropy loss function has drawn a lot of attention and can be measured 
by equation 1: 

L(y,ŷ) = −
1

N
∑ yiTlog(ŷi)N

i=1  = −
1

N
∑ log (ŷig)N

i=1  (1) 
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Here total number of identified samples is represented by N, one-hot encoded 
expression of the ith sample is labeled as yiЄ{0,1}j, with Softmax and ground truth class the 
predicted probabilities are represented by ŷig. 

The study aims to improve the precision of the classification results of the Face Net 
through L2 normalization and softmax with cross entropy as the loss function. The 
modification in the loss function has made CNN learn features between various classes more 
distinguishably, subsequently getting smaller and larger intra-class distances. When compared 
with the traditional methods, the proposed network outperformed work effectively better as 
shown in the results that in the LFW database, the final precision is enhanced. 
Transfer Learning (VGG 16 Architecture) 

Transfer Learning with the VGG16 architecture is a powerful deep-learning approach, 
especially when dealing with image recognition or classification applications. VGG16, a CNN 
architecture, is well-known for its depth and ability to capture intricate hierarchical structures 
inside images. Transfer Learning aims to capitalize on VGG16's knowledge gained by pre-
training on a large and diverse dataset like ImageNet [11]. 
Model: "VGG16 Transfer Learning Model" 

Layer (type)                                  Output Shape             Param # 

input_1 (Input Layer)             [(None, 224, 224, 3)]               0 

block1_conv1 (Conv2D)        (None, 224, 224, 64)      1792 

block1_conv2 (Conv2D)        (None, 224, 224, 64)      36928 

block1_pool (MaxPooling2D)   (None, 112, 112, 64)      0 

block2_conv1 (Conv2D)        (None, 112, 112, 128)     73856 

block2_conv2 (Conv2D)        (None, 112, 112, 128)     147584 

block2_pool (MaxPooling2D)   (None, 56, 56, 128)       0 

block3_conv1 (Conv2D)        (None, 56, 56, 256)       295168 

block3_conv2 (Conv2D)        (None, 56, 56, 256)       590080 

block3_conv3 (Conv2D)        (None, 56, 56, 256)       590080 

block3_pool (MaxPooling2D)   (None, 28, 28, 256)       0 

block4_conv1 (Conv2D)        (None, 28, 28, 512)       1180160 

block4_conv2 (Conv2D)        (None, 28, 28, 512)       2359808 

block4_conv3 (Conv2D)        (None, 28, 28, 512)       2359808 

block4_pool (MaxPooling2D)   (None, 14, 14, 512)       0 

block5_conv1 (Conv2D)        (None, 14, 14, 512)       2359808 

block5_conv2 (Conv2D)        (None, 14, 14, 512)       2359808 

block5_conv3 (Conv2D)        (None, 14, 14, 512)       2359808 

block5_pool (MaxPooling2D)   (None, 7, 7, 512)         0 

flatten (Flatten)                      (None, 25088)             0 

fc1 (Dense)                            (None, 4096)              102764544 

fc2 (Dense)                          (None, 4096)              16781312 

predictions (Dense)                (None, 1000)              4097000 

Total params: 138,357,544 
Trainable params: 138,357,544 
Non-trainable params: 0 

The above given architecture summary of the VGG16 model, including its layers and 
the number of parameters in each layer. The model consists of convolutional layers (Conv2D), 
max-pooling layers (MaxPooling2D), and fully connected layers (Dense). The 
"blockX_convY" layers represent convolutional layers within different blocks, and 
"blockX_pool" represents max-pooling layers. The final layers include a flattening layer 
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followed by three fully connected layers ("fc1," "fc2," and "predictions"), with the last one 
having 1000 output nodes for ImageNet's 1000 classes. The model has a total of 138,357,544 
parameters, all of which are trainable. 
Results & Discussion: 
Face ROI Selection (YOLO-Face Results): 

Our newly developed dataset PkSLMNM is tested using the YOLO-Face 
methodology to detect face ROIs. Different metrics are used to evaluate the performance like 
precision, recall, F1-Score, accuracy, and current average loss. The values are 0.89, 0.96, 0.84, 
and 90.89% for precision, recall, F1-Score, and accuracy respectively.   

 
Figure 5. Average Loss Graph of the proposed model 

Figure 5 represents a loss graph with the current average loss of 0.34. This object 
localization and classification loss classify the face region pixels into a binary class. Further, 
we extracted or cropped the regions to make a new dataset of face expressions only derived 
from PkSLMNM. We got another useful dataset for facial expression or emotion detection in 
the spatio-temporal domain through this semantic segmentation in videos. Further, figure 6 
depicts the accuracy graph of training and validation of the proposed model, both the training 
and validation accuracy lines converge and stabilize at a high degree of accuracy, showing that 
our model is learning effectively without overfitting. 

We used the PkSLMNM dataset to recognize both manual and non-manual motions 
at the same time. This dataset contains video clips shot with an HD camera in.MP4 format, 
capturing a variety of facial emotions as well as hand movements. To guarantee that the data 
was suitable for classification, we went through a preprocessing phase in which we converted 
the video clips into frames and methodically removed any noise that could potentially interfere 
with the classification process. Each frame has a uniform resolution of 1920x1086 pixels, and 
all frame boundaries are properly labeled with the seven basic emotions corresponding classes. 
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Figure 6. Training and validation accuracy graph of the proposed model 

We used the You Only Look Once-Face (YOLO-Face) architecture to precisely 
recognize faces within the dataset and identify them as Regions of Interest (ROIs) to validate 
it. YOLO-Face is a hybrid technique that combines the darknet-19 architecture with a residual 
network composed of 53 convolutional neural network layers. To get high-quality facial 
characteristics, we raised the number of layers in the residual blocks by 4x and 8x, respectively, 
resulting in a network known as a deeper DarkNet. YOLO-Face, in particular, converts the 
classification challenge from a multi-class problem to a binary classification task, concentrating 
simply on the presence or absence of a face. Furthermore, YOLO-Face excels at detecting 
faces at three different scales, improving the accuracy and robustness of the system. 
Face Expression Recognition (Using VGG16 Transfer Learning): 

Compiling a Kera’s model using categorical cross entropy as the loss function and 
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) as the optimizer. The learning rate is set to 0.0001, and 
momentum is configured to be 0.9. Additionally, you've included several custom metrics for 
evaluation, such as accuracy, F1 score (f1_m), precision (precision_m), recall (recall_m), and 
AUC (Area Under the Curve). 

 
Figure 7. Training and validation accuracy graph of 
the facial expression classification 

 
Figure 8. Training and validation loss graph of the 
facial expression classification 
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Figure 9. Training and validation Precision and 
F1m graph of the facial expression classification 

 
Figure 10. Training and validation Recall, and AUC 
graph of the facial expression classification 

The model has achieved a low loss of 0.2153, indicating that it is performing well in 
minimizing its prediction errors. The accuracy is high at 98.45%, suggesting that the majority 
of predictions are correct. The F1 score is 0.9777, which is a good balance between precision 
and recall. Precision is high at 99.35%, indicating a low rate of false positives, while recall is 
96.25%, showing a good ability to capture true positives. The AUC (Area Under the Curve) is 
0.8755, which is commonly used to evaluate the performance of a binary classification model. 
Overall, these metrics suggest that the model is performing very well on the task it was trained 
for. Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10 show the graphical representations of the results. Discussion: 

The PkSLMNM dataset, which focuses on Pakistan Sign Language (PSL), presents a 
unique resource for the study and development of Sign Language Recognition. In the 
discussion below, we will explore various aspects and comparisons related to this dataset. 
Dynamic Gestures vs. Static Signs: 

PkSLMNM stands out as it primarily focuses on dynamic hand movements, setting it 
apart from previous datasets that mainly concentrated on static sign language signs represented 
as still images. This emphasizes the importance of capturing the temporal aspect of Sign 
Language, making it more applicable to real-world communication scenarios. 
Manual and Non-Manual Modalities: 

The dataset includes both manual and non-manual modalities, which is essential for 
comprehensive sign language recognition. Manual modalities encompass hand and arm 
movements, while non-manual modalities involve facial expressions and other upper-body 
motions. This comprehensive approach reflects the complexity of sign language 
communication. 
Large Lexicon:  

PkSLMNM offers a significant lexicon of sign language gestures, enabling a broader 
range of signs to be recognized and analyzed. A large lexicon is crucial for developing practical 
sign language recognition systems, as it covers a wider range of vocabulary and expressions. 
High-Quality Recordings: 

The dataset is notable for its high-quality recordings, ensuring that the data is reliable 
and accurate for research and development purposes. High-quality recordings are essential for 
training and evaluating recognition systems, as they reduce noise and improve model 
performance. 
Syntactic Traits: 

PkSLMNM incorporates a unique syntactic trait that allows for the recognition of 
dynamic hand motions. This feature contributes to the dataset's versatility and adaptability, as 
it accommodates the complexities of sign language syntax and structure. 
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Real-World Sign Language: 
While previous datasets focused on controlled sign activities, PkSLMNM strives to 

capture real-world sign language usage. This is critical for developing recognition systems that 
can operate effectively in everyday communication scenarios. 
Robustness and Domain-Specificity: 

PkSLMNM represents a valuable resource for research in sign language recognition, 
offering both robustness and domain-specificity. Robustness is essential for ensuring that 
recognition systems can handle various environmental conditions and signing styles, while 
domain-specificity focuses on the unique characteristics of PSL. 
Emotion Representations: 

The dataset includes emotional representations in sign language, allowing for the 
recognition of emotional cues in sign communication. This is a valuable addition as emotions 
play a significant role in sign language expression. 
Comparisons with Other Datasets: 

When compared to other sign language datasets, PkSLMNM stands out for its 
dynamic nature, comprehensive coverage of manual and non-manual modalities, and large 
lexicon. It complements existing datasets by addressing the need for real-world sign language 
recognition. 
Potential for Advanced Recognition Systems: 

PkSLMNM's features and characteristics create a foundation for the development of 
advanced sign language recognition systems. Researchers and developers can leverage this 
dataset to enhance the accuracy and applicability of sign language recognition technology. 

In summary, the PkSLMNM dataset represents a significant advancement in the field of 
sign language recognition, offering a unique combination of dynamic gestures, comprehensive 
modalities, and a large lexicon. Its focus on real-world sign language usage, robustness, and 
emotional representations makes it a valuable resource for researchers and developers in the 
domain of sign language technology. 
Conclusion: 

In this study, our newly developed dataset underwent a comprehensive evaluation for 
facial expression assessment, focusing on non-manual gestures, utilizing the YOLO-Face 
detection methodology. This process successfully extracted faces as Regions of Interest (RoI) 
with an impressive 90.89% accuracy and an average loss of 0.34. Additionally, Transfer 
Learning (TL) was applied, employing the VGG16 architecture to classify seven fundamental 
facial expressions, achieving a remarkable 100% accuracy. In summary, our research yielded 
two distinct datasets—one featuring manual and non-manual sign language gestures, and the 
other comprising Asian faces for the identification of seven basic facial expressions. Our 
validation techniques across both datasets produced promising and noteworthy results, 
demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach in facial expression recognition. 
Dataset Availability:  

Our published dataset along with facial videos extracted as regions of interest, are 
present on the following links: 
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/m3m9924p3v/1 
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/h5ptg7nr54/1 
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